-The World Wide Deception for co-living or going on fraud to perish,
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After USA without USSR had become an empire entirely pursueing world hegemony.
They entirely expanded capitalism domination with military & conspiracy techs.
Simply to tell,the ideology of the elites is that poeople are diveded those
who dominate(live) and who are dominated(perished) due to their supremacism.
Both in domestic and abroad,cia-military-industry-media complex has been
endeavoring to destroy those who try to disclose and realize truth on co-live.
If current situation of the global capitalism be prolonged,we never fail to
encounter abrupt and irreversible mass extinction of global life.
[1]:Despair and Hope :Climate Change Catastrophe and singular USA with the world.
If one came to feel being in a top of his proud prosperitity with knowing fatal
defeacts as own perishing,what would the highest pride elites do ?.
Conclusionaly to tell due to facing present reality,they entirely would endeavor
to conserve their established regime with suppressing the very incovinience and
with destroying their enemies.You would see a hell in near future if the current
situatiojn was conserved.Climate change catastrophe would perish life on earth.
⑴The impact abrupt or irreversible means nothing relief if once realized(IPCC).
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr_spm.pdf(p13/22).
Anthropogenic warming could lead to some impacts that are abrupt or irreversible,
depending upon the rate and magnitude of the climate change. {3.4}
⑵Clathrate Destabilization in the Arctic is most serious scenarios(USCCSP).
http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/sap/sap3-4/final-report/default.htm
In 2008 the United States Department of Energy National Laboratory system and
the United States Geological Survey's Climate Change Science Program both
identified potential clathrate destabilization in the Arctic as one of four
most serious scenarios for abrupt climate change, which have been singled out
for priority research.
⑶The 2nd low of thermodynamics:
A heat flows from higher temperature zone into lower one.Where is the lowest
temperature zone in Earth?.Arctic is estimated to reserve 1400GtC of methane
clathrate.Then 50 GtC release caused by heat input would be catastrophic.

Global surplus heat(caused by decreasing cooling radiation from earth to cosmic
space by our emitting CO2) entirely flows into Arctic zone.As is wellknown,the
global economy growth is a cobody with growing hudge amount of CO2 emitting by
consuming fossil energy sources.
⑷Hence,it's not economic growing,but is supreme problem to live or die.
Then the economy is also a serious and direct facing problem to live or die.
Therefore,the established global commercial media has been eintirely reporting
the global financial crisis only,but concealing on climate change crisis(CCC).
⑸Now author consider it not impossible to evade the global catastrophe.
However,the solution is not so simple.
⑹By anyhow,it's evident that unless all of us acknowledge the supremely
inconvenient reality,there would be nothing beggining to relife.As was
mentioned in top of [1],however,the current global situation is not as so.
⑺Above all,the elite of USA seems not be willing to acknowledge the reality.
The most emitting nation had not joined the Kyoto Protocol in 1997.The reason
was mentioned in previous lines. They will not allow to reduce CO2 emission,
but has been conspiring to reduce global population-itself.
The supreme aim of cia-military-industry-media complex just lies in there.
<<the operation EMD GAME>>. http://www.prisonplanet.com/
⒜USA is not democrat nation,but be plutocratic one operated by the wealthy.
Especially Rockfeller family who occupates most of wealth in USA is notable.
Originally and currently,they were monopolic big oil industry with many Cos.
NAZIS and CIA establishment were supported by Bush Family the skull & bones.
⒝(CIA-)military-industry(-media) complex the facsism empire military nation.
perpetual war economy with flaming up targeted enemy<USSR,muslim nations,..>
world domination by USA with narrow insight on many other culture nations
http://www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Mankind-destiny-anti-Christ.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military-industrial_complex
⒞Projecting New American Century(neo-conservative(neo-NAZIS) strategy).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_for_the_New_American_Century<2:Controversy>
It's a culmination of national strategy of CIA-military-industry complex.
It's also an excess belief on own power for pursueing own desires.However
they would encounter difficulties in Iraq,Afganistan,....,Japan,etc.

⒟9/11 self-playing terrorism urged Afgan-Iraq illegal invasion wars.
The worst 9/11 effect is the world becoming nothing accusing on the outrageous
crimes.This serious effect would allow any illegal acts of empire USA in now
and future<prison planetization with cruel torture and massacre by USA>.
[2]:Inevitability of self-decay due to failure of their Synerchism:
＊A.Sutton,K.Millegan,Fleshingout skull & bones,Trineday LLC,2003,USA.
The secret society of skull and bones was established by W.H.Alfonso.Taft in
Yale university in 1883.Then they employed their fundamental ideolgy(insight on
the world) from that of F.W.Hoegel in the feudalism dictator Preusen in Deutch.
⑴Synerchism(or facsism):
Absoluteness of nation(dictator)the rational.In the nation,nothing individual,
being entirely a tool for nation.They are those exploited by nobility.
＊Bunt's experimental phychlogy is a science manipulating man-mind into cattle.
⑵Dialectic the strategy making historical hegemony struggle by setting friend
and enemy and by determining win or defeat.For the purpose of hegemony
expansion(phylosophy pursueing own desire),it's intentionally flaming up enemy
to make perpetual struggling with an excuse for enhancing internal domination.
*A peaceful era is a white page in history,of which tediousness is not suitable
for humankind(Hoegel).
⑶Endeavoring on realizing own desire,narcissism(satanism)-charity(christianism)
rioutous pirate phylosophy without low order,no acknowledgement on own error.
⑷Absense of a broadband sense of "balanced order with charity and generocity"
for many others becomes inevitable own decay at last＝uni-culture.
⑸Democracy is an ability of self-correcting by free mutual criticizing,
while synerchism is not.Thus the latter could not evade own failure.
⑹The evidence is world war the 2nd,when the democrat nation alley won,and
the facsism nations were defeated.
⑺USA is not a democrat nation,but a synerchysim one.Unless drastic change in
USA,the world would be perished without relief.

[3]:Political Inteferences on Abroad Nations non Favourable for USA.
<coupd'a'tat by military(or police,procetutor beurocrat)right wings>:
Recent remarkable event in South America is the Honduras coup d'a'tat,which
purged the leftist president Zelaya in 2009/6/29.This was conspired USA,
however,they accused the coupdatat by right wing military power for the first
time.But the reality is upside down.It's the first betray of Obama and Clinton.
"These are evidences of the coupdatat supported by Washingtong in the behind".
*http://eigokiji.justblog.jp/blog/2009/07/post-eaa7.html
*http://upsidedownworld.org/main/honduras-archives-46/2359-history-repeatscommittee-of-relatives-of-the-detained-disappeared-of-honduras
[4]:The pseudo coupdatat against the statemen in Japan by CIA procecutor.
❶Japan after the defeated war has been a colonial nation,where dominating class
(emperor,established-enterprisers,beurocrats,media)are faithful for benefit for
USA the first(It's CIA fundamental motive in abroad).
http://www.777true.net/slavejapan.pdf
❷The Tokyo district special procecutor(TDSP) was established in 1947 for
detecting hiddenn treasure lost in underground store of Japan Bank by
occupational army(GHQ=General Head Quater=Pre-CIA).Since then,they has been
entirely inspection beurocrat for detecting person and statemen unfavorable
for benefit of USA.Their aim is cracking down independent movement in Japan.
Why could the elites become betrayer against own nation Japan ?.Most of the
elites are educated the evil skill of CIA with brain-washing in USA.
They consider their tail wagging for USA is an easy benefitial of own.
A CIA conspriracial principle is manipulating person the vigolous and rotten.
❸In Rockied scandal in 1976,Tanaka-Kakuei the former premier became the biggest
victim in the history.The scandal was internationally wide conspired by USA.
He was an uncousious independent movement leader with talent on policy making.
http://www.777true.net/Tokyo-spe-procecutor.pdf
After 34 years,independent movement was activated by JDP(Democrat Party).Then
the leader was Ichroh.Ozawa,whose master was the wellknown ceased Tanaka.
❹In 2008,JDP demonstrated the open debate on disciminating policy priority
with the budgets,which has been substantially occupated by the conservative
and corrpted beurocrat system with long dictatorshipp of LDP and with behind
CIA since 1945.The demonstration made most Japanese seriously frightened for
their corruptions.The ancient regime power with CIA terribly became worry.

❺Pseudo coupdatat aginstn JDP by CIA.
In 2010/1/15,his three subordinates were suddenly and violently arrested for
essentially silight cirme doubt on regulation low on political monetary fund
report by TDSP.Simulutaneously the corrupted big madia had begun bigger
propaganda aginst Ozawa with fraudent doubt of Ozawa being dirty biribe
politician.It's entirely analougous scale to that of Tanaka at that time.
It's pseudo coupdatat aginstn JDP goverment with the substantial leader Ozawa.
Some validity on relating CIA in Japan could be seen in following.
http://www.asyura2.com/10/senkyo79/msg/352.html
➏The validity on Ozawa innocense:
⑴It's very simple.Because in his longer than 30years stateman carrier,he has
always been in very cousious on his enemy the TDSP.He never could be a
politician who deal bribe in his behind.The statemen detected by TDSP were all
members of Tanaka followers(the Keisei groupe),of which political enemy the
Seiwa groupe known as USA follower in LDP never be arrested by TDSP.
⑵The reality is upside down.Because,TDSP is biting with the innocense
certification itself.In political money shifting,Ozawa groupe(Rikuzan-kai)
make it rule to employ commercial bank accounts in which they finance in
order to make also semi-official records.Evil media propaganda was made for it
as money cleanning for bribe.
http://www.777true.net/Tokyo-Procesutor-the-UPsideDOWN.pdf
⑶Phychological war aiming for dividend the leader from the nation people:
It's not a kind of elegant(?) phychological war,but is a manifest violencial
challenging against persons doing justice in order to induce (nervous) sick.
Yes,it's a pseudo terrorism by right wing supported by the back-biter CIA.
⑷After all,TDSP could present nothing manifest evidence on doubt of their bribe
blamed concering with Nishmatsu and Mizutani Co in the evil media.
⑸Decieve more people so long as next election ended !!:
The betrayers intention is evident,decieve more people as possible longer by
utilizing evil media propaganda deceptions.Since,the LDP member fear for
nothing more than decieved people who could rule election.
⑹Peopel with free website support Ozawa,while one with fraud mass media not do.
Nothing could be more evidence on the deception by mass media than mentioned
in above.Fact similar to this is not only in Japan,but also in the world.

❼ As for Ozawa,what CIA are terrified ?!:
⑴He is frequently told talent in operation in election and policy making.
Consequently LDP the long term dictatorshipp with CIA was destroyed by him.
Above all,his strong will to make Japan as an ordinal(independent,free,justice)
nation is incovenient for benefit of USA.
⑵Especially Japan's international relation with China make USA nervous.They
worry on that Japan instead USA would take advantage in the relation.This
situation was also told for Tanaka(1976) who established the relation.
⑶Japan is a bigger creditor nation for USA.That is,the nations's role has been
serving their commercial,political and militarial profits to USA.
⑷It's individual ability which might have changed world that they fear for.
CIA is a function who endeavor to conserve status quo in USA elites.
Yes,it's not a change,but conserving status quo !.It's always upside down in
deceptional conspiracy world.CIA entirely has been endeavoring on inspecting
and attacking an individual person who would become as mentioned just in above.
For most amateures,changing thoughts downside to upside is very difficult.
A truth is found by an individual,and recognized by the many at last.
A system without leadership

A system with leadership

random oriented confusion in

order by realizability by

enseble without common point

truth the common recognition.

<<deceptions rule now world>>

logic

<<Disorder into Order "Change" by a Leadership>>

WARNING:
A truth shall be recognized at last,however if it realized by seeing the
reality,it might be too late.If it realized by inference(prediction by logic),
it could be quick relief.Therefore,a logic is also a supreme knowledge.
*http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
❽Curious today's world opinion on the pseudo coupdatat in Japan:
As for Japan,now,the world opinion blame Toyota CO for the defeact cars,while
author could not find any relating news on above mentioned the pseudo-coupdata
in the international media(mainly in world wide website).In 2009/5 as for
Hondulas,the purge on the president Zelaya,many southern American nations and
other nations accused illegality of the military coupdatat.Also author think
so.Media speciall correspondents the specialists on Japan never fail to
recognize the abnormal process and cause of the pseudo-coupdata.Such as they
could detect being of CIA inteference.Certainly,a democratization of own
nation should be initiated and accomplished by own endeavoring without
injustice inteference of other nation power.However as for the case of at this
time,it is evident that CIA intefere and fact is extremely far more than it.

❾Haiti the biggest earthquake is artificial weapon attack by USA.
http://www.777true.net/EARTH-QUAKE-WEAPON-by-USA.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Letter-to-UNs.pdf
It's an outrageous disaster never seen in before.More than 20thousand people
were killed and wounded are far more than it.By anyhow,we must do reliefing
Haitian as possible as we can.However,now,author could not help to refer
following reality.The deep corelation between {the big eathquake disasters in
Japan 1995/1/17 and in Haiti 2010/1/12} and {respectively the two synchronous
political state transition in Japan}.
An earthquake is caused by giantic lands-drifting power caused by outrageous
earth core energy in geological time scale,which is at least decades or more
than those.Hence date correlation in a month or a day could be said extremely
abnormal in natural process(,but could be normal in artificial manipulation ＝
earthquake weapon as a triggering source).An energy of earthquake weapon itself
never could fullfil that of earthquake natural,which is extremely far higher
energy than any number of hydrogen-bombs.

⑴Japan(Hanshin-Awaji)1995/1/17:
⒜Hanshin-Aakashi big air attack by US Air force in the world war 2nd was
in 19/January/1945.
⒝Sun Fernando earth quake of M6.6 in Califolnia was in early morning of
17/January/1994.
⒞Hanshin-Aakashi the big earthquake of M7.2 in Japan was in early morning of
17/January/1995.To be very rarely at that time,Japan Goverment was not
LDP,but short term one of premier Murayama Japan socialist party
representative during 1994/6/30～1996/1/11.
⒟Ohum Sinrikyo poison gas terror in Kasumigaseki subway(1995/3/20):
It's a cult groupe manipulated by political police in order to induce public
opion for intensifying police power aginst(political collective movement).
It's a subtle self playing terror conspired by political police with CIA.
Since they had previously detected their plot in Kasumigaseki by spy in the
cult<Takashi.Tachibana,the dep darkside of Ohumu,weekly magazine Bunshunn>.
It seems a preliminary experiment for conspiring 9/11 own play terror in USA.
⒠In July in 1995,author disclosed ⒜⒝⒞ facts and was attacked with electric
shock-gun by terrorists, who has not been arrested by political police.
⑵Haiti 2010/1/12:
Once again,Japan turned govrement from mono-cratic conservative LDP to JDP
(middle-left?).At that time of goverment change,a few predict possibility of
earthquake weapn attack on Japan by USA.But not on Japan,but on foregin nation
as Haiti was attacked.Thus all of foreging nations become hostage against
govement change from right to left.It's a outrageous political threatenning
for statemen wishing reform of their political regime.This fact may be very
incoveninet for the first Afro president Barack Obama.The plot on the first
Afro republic nation was made by the ultra right wing the supremacsism in USA.
❿Opting Satan or Angel entirely depends on You.
⑴Global solidarity against the evil empire action.
It's you who determine to make global solidarity or global division against
the evil empire action utilizing a supreme weapon.If you would become silence
on the earthquake weapon,this report would become an assistance for their
threatenning propaganda. Similary,if you were silence on Climate Change Crisis,
nothing effective reliefing actions could not beggin.

appendix-1:As for earthquake prediction,you should counsel with "cat-fish".
http://www.777true.net/Earthquake-forcasting1.pdf
⑵Scalar wave as being both Angel and Satan.
Telling on techical aspect,the principle of earthquake weapon can also be
peaceful electric power generator.Both the former and the latter are due to so
called scalar electrical wave(B wave).Note that portable phone utilize vector
electro-magnetic wave(A wave).As you know,A wave needs finite energy in its
radiation.However,maybe your frightenning,B wave does need nothing energy !!!.
It is created from nothing as 0＝+E(available energy)－E(negative gravity one).
Above mentioned principle is just the same as that of creation universe from
nothing.(This is a standard physics officially recognized in world wide physics
society).Therefore,Nicola Tesla the inventor and the greatest electrician in 20th
century was purged from oridinal science sean of the world.Similary,Ryoyu Utiyam
the discoverer of the unified interaction theoy is also neglected in the world
sean.Utiyama theory can be one verifying scalar wave creation from nothing.

[5]:How to overcome the difficulty !!!:
❶Rightly,or wrongly,all is for benefits the capitalism(the censor principle).
Consequnetly,our conclusion is reconsidering co-operative economy regime
instead former one(monopolic capitalism the supremacsim).Very incoveniently,it
is very unpopular for those people who were grown up in gorgeous capitalism
(mass consuming＝mass product＝mass profit＝mass debt).Yea,it's a narcotic
(satanic temptation),which must be cured by enduring very sever pain.Or you
never be relifed.More drastic another telling,we do work extraordinaly too
much to destroy even own life enviroment.It's a money illusion of Mamon world.

Live life for enjyoment-itself first !,but

without CO2.

work only when we feel hungry(necessary).
In above sense,now our world has been upside down.It's entirely due to the
capitalism(mass consuming ＝ mass product ＝ mass profit ＝ mass debt).The last
equation is due to the zero sum theorem in finance,which state that
<total sum of current assets＝total sum of debts in closed finance system>.
Any economy text never refer the zerosum theorem at all.Ridiculous at all !!!.

❷The most difficulty of now world is lack of recognition on necessary truthes.
On this serious problem,established world wide monopolic media and education
institurion must be emergently accused in order to recover necessary truthes.
⑴Commercial media are fouded by big capitals,so they become tail waggings for
their sponcers.They are usually censored. Also NHK and BBC,.. are the same.
Bureaucratic such as they also agents of actuall dominator of now world.
http://www.truthout.org/topstories/122709vh4
⑵People could live freely by saving foods & house with minimum energy.
⑶Hegemony struggling on money by perpetual investing on growing consuming.
Absurdity of now world is superficial vanity competition stimulated by income
one.A minimum fundamental economy is saving food & house with energy to live.
Being far more than those are due to excuse to grow market for growing capital.
American dream model stiring up mass greedy causes unnecessary products,which
had made outrageous extravagant consuming natural resources in the world.
Consequnetly,this world momentum would become not to stop unless certain kind
collapse of own current state.
sustainable economy world

nothing unnecessary growth

live life to enjoy times,

make world stable without

work only for co-survibe.

vanity competition

money world seeking vanity growth
(＝global capitalism competetion)

catastrophe

growth depend on that of vanity consuming
CO2 increasing with unnecessary growth

⑷A minimum state could be stable,while orienting supremum one unstable:
bottom stable state

top unstable state

Imagine a ball dynamics
in 凹 and 凸 surface.
Thus you could see upside down
world of now.

❸Then you could opt a kind of collapse.
Which is better mankind surviving,or perishing !.
Which is better stopping the current regime,or prolonging one ?.

Appendix2:Prediction on Japan and the world destiny by the "Hizuki-shinji":
⑴According to "日月神示"(day.month.God.revelation)(1944^1960),the
outline of the great re-creation process(of Japan and the world)may
be as follows from its global view point.It was revelated by TenmeiOkamoto by unconscious automatic writing.
http://www.h2.dion.ne.jp/~apo.2012/bookstand-nakaya.html
①Japan is defeated in world war the 2nd.
②Japan recover its force and make prosperity again.
③"Evil plot" make on Japanese deeply spoiled to their bones.
④Once again Japan is attcked to collapse down by foreign nations,then world
nations become united in order to defeat Japan.
⑤A globan scale of change attack on all global mankind causing its chaotic
state.
⑥There could be substantial change(sublimation) in all of the material.
⑦The emerging of kingdom of yesteryears bliss(world Maitreya who reliefe all
the people in the end of the world).
⑵God-ghost device(mechanism) in "Hizuki-shinji"(日月神示) by Wikipedia:
All people are equall in God.
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%97%A5%E6%9C%88%E7%A5%9E%E7%A4%BA
Possible happenning as great final disasters and wars in God-prediction(神示) is
called "Great turnning point" or"Great washing of three thousand world".It told
that those would happen equally both in the world and the other world.In other
world by God-gohst,it would be a reconstruction of all the three thousand
world.In the past,many so called prophets emerged both in east and west and
predicted that present world would encounter the end by great catastrophe and
would emerge new ideal world being entirely different that of the past.
God-gohst himself told that it is all caused from "God-ghost device" 「国常立尊」
=In any nation at any tim e,persons em erege and try to relief people by prophecy.
It means that in any nation,there emerge such prophets warnig the great washing
of the world.The similarities in each nations are entirely due toa God-ghost
device.Henceforth all people of all nation must friendly co-live with connecting
their hands.
*Operation Global Ramadan:http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf

